
【Customer  Review  for
Pumpkin】LM-W0674  Toyota
Universal  6.2  Inch  2  Din
Bluetooth Head Unit

Shipping  to  the  US  was  very  fast  relative  to  the
estimated time – ordered on 9/4/2015 and received on
9/8/2015. Purchased this for a 2005 Toyota Camry and it
works great. The item (LM-W0674) functions exactly as
expected and the GPS (in Delaware) appears to work very
well. Bluetooth pairs easily with my phone and operation
of  calls  through  the  head  unit  is  straightforward.
Additionally, the wiring harness matches exactly to my
factory  wiring,  so  it’s  simply  plug-and-play.  I
purchased a Scosche Dash Kit to fill in the gaps because
the item sits a bit further back and doesn’t encompass
the entire width of the stock stereo. All in all, I’m
very pleased with the purchase.

—- By AA

Extremely  happy  with  this  purchase.  It  arrived  much
sooner than expected and it fits perfectlyin my 2001
Toyota Rav 4 without a dash kit. It’s set up to work
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with Apple products, but itworks with my Android phone
via Bluetooth for music and phone calls. It was really
easy to install – plug and play indeed. It comes with a
remote and the touch screen is bright and vivid and easy
to navigate. Haven’t tried the GPS too much yet, but so
far it all works great. Overall – a great product and I
would definitely recommend it to anyone. Also a great
experience  with  the  seller  –  fast  and  courteous,
answered my questions and the item arrived exactly as
described with all the cords and necessary parts.

—- By Britney

The head unit was well labeled and the wiring harness
fit my Toyota FJ Cruiser perfectly. This not being my
first car audio install, I had an easy time installing
it, even with having to drill 2 holes in the mounting
case to accommodate the Toyota’s mounting brackets. The
biggest challenge was figuring out how to use the GPS
which was simplified by downloading the instructions for
the iGo-8 GPS software (included on a 4 GB micro SD
card) for free. An adequate multimedia/ GPS receiver
elevated to GREAT when factoring in the low price.

—- By William J. Konietzny
For more plug and play car head unit, please visit:

US Site: http://www.autopumpkin.com/
UK Site: http://www.autopumpkin.co.uk/
DE Site: http://www.autopumpkin.de/
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Pumpkin】LM-W0675  Toyota
Corolla  8”  Touch  Screen
Double  Din  Bluetooth  Car
Stereo
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By Thomas Penafiel

Pros:

Very sleek quality looking head unit. This unit fits
perfectly into my 2010 Corolla and now it looks more
modern. I can’t describe how happy I am.
Radio functionality is great. Plenty of preset slots for
all of your favorite radio stations, and it will tell
you the name of the song and who’s singing it. Besides,
the radio automatically shuts off when the phone rings.
I purchased a backup camera to use with this and the
screen shows a nice clear video feed. It was also very
easy to install, and auto switched when I shift the car
into reverse (you need to connect the reverse wire for
this to work).
Bluetooth  audio  quality  is  good  and  CD  player  is
perfect!
You can change the boot logo from “DVD” to your car’s
manufacturer.

Cons:
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GPS load time is about 15-20 seconds, which seems like a
long time when comparing to a factory GPS.
Sometimes callers have trouble hearing me over Bluetooth
when they call.

Overall, I’m quite happy with my purchase. Both of the cons
listed are very minor and do not change my overall  opinion of
this head unit. I’d recommend it to anyone looking for an
economical upgrade to their Toyota Corolla. Nice work, Pumpkin
!
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